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Cleveland is part of one of the leading 'mega-regions' powering the world
economy
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CityLab's Richard Florida identi�es 29 such regions and notes that 'Chi-Pitts,' which includes
Cleveland, is the third largest, with 30 million people and more than $2 trillion in economic
output. Plus, The Detroit News looks at the chances of saving the Lordstown Assembly Plant
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(not good), a Cleveland �rm is part of a big investment in a German esports business, and
more.

We think a lot about the potential of greater regionalism in Northeast Ohio, but on a local
level, it's not easy to make changes. This article in CityLab, though, notes that Cleveland is
part of a highly successful region in the context of the global economy.

Professor Richard Florida and colleagues at the University of Toronto's School of Cities
crunched some numbers and determined that "it's not nation states or even cities, but mega-
regions—combinations of multiple metro areas—that are the real forces" powering the
economy worldwide.

It was back in 1961, Florida writes, that the economic geographer Jean Gottmann coined the
term "megalopolis" to "describe the emerging economic hub that stretched from Boston to
Washington, D.C. The term came to be applied to a number of regions in the world, including
the vast Midwestern megalopolis" that extends from Chicago, through Detroit and Cleveland,
and south to Pittsburgh. Gottmann dubbed it "Chi-Pitts."

And Chi-Pitts is still going strong.

Florida and colleagues identi�ed 29 mega-regions as "the real regional powerhouses of the
global economy" today. Eleven are in Asia, 10 are in North America, six are in Europe, one is in
Latin America, one is in Africa, and one more straddles Asia and Africa.

Chi-Pitts is No. 3 among these 29 as a global economic power.

From the story:

Chi-Pitts: In third place is this great heartland mega-region which runs through Minneapolis,
Chicago, Indianapolis, Detroit, Cleveland, and Pittsburgh, encompassing 50 metros large and
small, in total. With a population of more than 30 million people, this mega-region produces
more than $2 trillion in economic output, comparable to South Korea's, making it roughly the
14th largest economy in the world.

The only two regions that are larger are "Bos-Wash," which extends from Boston through New
York and Philadelphia down to Washington, D.C., with nearly 50 million people generating
almost $4 trillion in economic output, and "Par-Am-Mun," a European mega-region spanning
Paris, Amsterdam, Brussels and Munich. It's home to 44 million people and generates $2.5
trillion in economic output.

DIMMING HOPES
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The Detroit News paints a downbeat picture of efforts to save General Motors' Lordstown
Assembly Plant.

"The stress is just eating people up right now," says David Green, president of United Auto
Workers Local 1112, which represents workers at the plant. "It's like playing poker without
looking at the cards. You're trying to bet on a hand and you can't even see what you have in
your hand."

Some background, via the story:

GM announced the production stops at four union-represented plants in the U.S. and one in
Canada on the Monday after Thanksgiving as part of a sweeping restructuring plan. GM is
careful to use the word "unallocated" to indicate that the products currently built at the plants
would stop production without being immediately replaced. That's a deliberate avoidance of
the words "idle" or "close," which are explicitly addressed in the 2015 agreement, the UAW said
in a lawsuit. ... 
GM's plant rationalization is hitting communities like Lordstown, proudly touted as home of the
Chevrolet Cruze on the north side of the Ohio Turnpike, especially hard. And despite (President
Donald) Trump's plea to locals to keep their houses because the jobs "are all coming back,"
people are �nally leaving.

One such worker is Christina Defelice. The paper says she "was laid off in June and now
helps run the Transition Center at Local 1112. She and her husband, a �rst-shift worker at
Lordstown who would have lost his job on March 8, are both taking transfers to GM's casting
plant" in Bedford, Ind., because they couldn't stand the uncertainty any longer.

"My hope is dimming," she tells the newspaper. "The corporation is allocating millions of
dollars to other plants and they won't announce anything here."

THIS AND THAT

• A Cleveland �rm is part of a large fundraising round by Berlin-based esports organization
G2 Esports, according to this story from Forbes. The German company announced Tuesday,
Feb. 26, that it raised $17.3 million in a Series A funding round, bringing its total outside
backing to $24.6 million. The round was led by three �rms, one of which is Parkwood Corp.,
the private trust service o�ce of Cleveland's Mandel family. Speci�c terms of the investment
were not disclosed. "Our major goal was to put together an ownership group that would
make our efforts even better of making this a billion-dollar company in a reasonable time
frame," says G2 Esports cofounder and CEO Carlos Rodriguez.
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• This opinion piece in Politico Magazine argues that Republicans hoping that former Ohio
Gov. John Kasich, or any other candidate, will challenge President Donald Trump for the GOP
nomination "should be careful what they wish for." Rich Lowry, editor of National Review and
a Politico contributor, argues, "Because a primary challenge would naturally come from the
left, is unlikely to succeed, and involves alienating the GOP's grassroots, it is most likely to
attract people who don't have a future in GOP national politics and lack conservative bona
�des." He has this to say about Kasich: "On paper, Ohio's John Kasich is formidable, the
former two-term governor of a major state and House Republican budget chairman. But he
was an edgy �gure circa 1995. His pitch lately has been a mushy "can't we get along?"
message. He demonstrated his lack of national electoral appeal convincingly in 2016 and
would have more of an uphill climb in 2020."

You also can follow me on Twitter for more news about business and Northeast Ohio.
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